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Paper I 

 

Answer all the questions for paper I 

 

If the answer is correct put a () If the answer is wrong put a () questions ( 01 to 05) 

 

01) Every citizens are expected to respond and act according to the law.  (      ) 

 

02) It is important for you to fulfill educational and professional qnclification when you are 

      schooling to get a job opportunity      (      ) 

 

03) Co- operative shops provide multi - purpose services at present   (      ) 

 

04) It is not compulsory to work co-operatively, to build up the nation.  (      ) 

 

05) The head of the local government institutions was elected by the public vote (      ) 

 

Underline the correct answer for question ( 06 to 10) 

 

06) The co - existence of the society begins in the 

 (1) School      (2) Family 

 (3) Temple      (4) Church 

 

07) “What ever you are be a good one” whose famous saying is this ? 

 (1) George Washinton     (2) Tohn Kennedy 

 (3) Abraham Lincoln     (4) Donald Trump 

 

08) The system or all regulations imposed by the state to wich all individuals of a country or 

       society must obey can be simply introduced as 

 (1) Culture      (2) religion 

 (3) nation      (4) law 
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09) Select the most correct answer and underline  

 (1) Each and every society should not administrate according to the law 

 (2) It is the responsibility of the citizens to respond and act according to the law 

 (3) The government should not pay much attention on the law in its state 

 (4) When the law is violated, punishment should not be deserved 

 

10) The Contempory changes which have been introduced for the human beings make their 

       needs easier is 

 (1) Industrial changes     (2) Mechanical changes 

 (3) Technological changes    (4) Seasonal changes 

 

Fill in the blanks with the correct answer given below 

 

11) Living together and working together, with out disturbing others is called ............................... 

 

12) Democracy is a governing system as well as a ......................................................... style. 

 

13) Since the past ..................................................... citizens have paid much attention on 

      indeginious products. 

 

14) All the countries in the world possess specific culture inherited to then. We call it as 

      ....................................... culture. 

 

15) The economical resources available in the society changes according to fulfill the needs of 

      the society. This process is called .............................................................. 

 

(production / co - existence / local / life / indeginious)   

 

Match A to B for question number (16 to 20) 

 

  A       B 

16) The supreme law       World of work 

      which exercise the power of the state  

 

17) A Local government institutions    Citizen council  

 

18) Solving minor problems     The constitution 

 

19) The head governed institute of  

      Athens paura estate      Town council 

 

20) All the job opportunities in the  

      society       Concilation board  
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Paper II 

 

 Answering the first question is compulsory 

 Write answers for another four questions including the first one ( Altogether five) 

 

01) 

I) What is the motto of the co - operative movement ? 

II) Who is called the priest in the femple ? 

III) Write two duties done by the police ? 

IV) Write two rights that you must fulfill ? 

V) Write two endemic plunls that we must protect. 

VI) Write two elections functioning in Sri Lanka  

VII) Name two modern technologies use in Agriculture 

VIII) Write two districts belong to the western porovince 

 

 

02) 

I) Write two institutes that contributes social security. 

II) Write four duties done by the social security institutions 

III) Write five problems occur at present in the society 

 

03)  

I) Write two ways that law is prachice in ? 

II) Write four sources of law 

III) Write five attributes of law 

 

04) 

I) The nation that doesn’t build new things doesn’t rise who said this statement 

II) Write four benefits of using appropriate technology 

III) Write a short description about how education is influenced by technology 

 

05) 

I) Who is the chief legal officer of law 

II) Name four institutes that work in collaboration with the government of social security 

III) Write five tasks rendered by the security forces for the strengthening social security 

      commonly 

   

06)  

I) Write two basic types of democracy 

II) Write two problems of implementing direct democracy 

III) Write five duties to be fulfilled to the society as a citizen 
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07) 

I) Write two “infrastructure” introdned to the country during the British governed era. 

II) Name four services offered by the local government institutions 

III) Write five duties of public representatives and government officers towords servies offered 

      by the local government institutions. 
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